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Last Drop Café 

"Sandwich & Coffee Shop"

The Last Drop Café is small and quiet, but with a surprisingly wide array of

menu options. It specializes in hot drinks, especially espresso, tea and

iced coffees. It also offers traditional coffees, Italian sodas and smoothies.

In addition, the shop has a lunch menu consisting of soups, salads and

sandwiches, including a rotating series of specialty sandwiches. Seating is

extremely limited, though a few covered tables sit outside. Free Internet

service is available for those who wish to work on their laptop while

enjoying a drink.

 +1 909 482 1870  thelastdropcafe.com/  info@thelastdropcafe.com  119 Harvard Avenue,

Claremont CA
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Klatch Coffee 

"Coffee Lovers' Oasis"

Come to Klatch Coffee if you want to experience what the drink should

really taste like. Part of a popular chain of coffee houses, this place makes

one of the finest coffees in San Dimas. Their brews are freshly roasted and

are truly a coffee nerd's delight. The atmosphere is cool and casual and

the service is friendly. Outdoor seating is also available to catch up with

friends. Apart from their legendary hot chocolate, Klatch also remains

famous for those rich and frothy Panama and Ethiopian coffees.

 +1 909 599 0452  www.klatchroasting.com/  806 West Arrow Highway, Suite A, San

Dimas CA
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Back to the Grind Coffee House 

"Coffee with a Side of Music"

Back to the Grind Coffee House isn't your average coffee joint. Unlike

most places, this is not where you would come for a cup of coffee and a

bit of quiet; this coffee house serves its coffee hot and its music loud. An

uncanny coffee house with a bar-like ambiance, this place never fails to

produce an absolutely enjoyable experience. Featuring a line up of some

of the most renowned local bands and solo artists, the excitement in here

is set to a constant high-level. Tap your feet to the music, as you sip on a

delightful cup of the popular espressos and cappuccinos. The food menu

features a delectable of variety of sandwiches, bagels and salads, with

scrumptious vegan and vegetarian options.

 +1 951 784 0800  www.back2thegrind.com/  3575 University Avenue, Riverside CA
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